Governing Illegal Settlements: Housing Policy in Singapore and Australia
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Abstract: The increase in population has an impact on the proliferation of illegal settlements. This study determines and analyzes housing policies and administrative law enforcement about illegal settlements. The study uses normative legal research, which compares legal issues in two countries, Singapore and Australia. This research is descriptive, using both statute and conceptual approaches. The concept of administrative law enforcement and protecting citizens' fundamental rights are used as the basis for our analysis, combining it with legal system theory and administrative law enforcement. The research results show that, in substance, Singapore has a housing policy through Housing & Development Board, which is carried out on a massive scale and is quite successful in dealing with illegal settlements in urban areas about the size of the country’s territory. Structurally, government institutions carry out administrative law enforcement through warnings and demolitions. Meanwhile, Australia has not been entirely successful, even though collaboration has been carried out between governments through Australia for Affordable Housing, the private sector, and housing communities. Australia enforces the law by issuing orders to stop using unauthorized buildings and imposing financial sanctions. Affordable and fair housing policies that the enforcement of administrative law can accompany are more effective in reducing illegal settlements than relying solely on the enforcement of administrative law alone or even criminal law. According to a culture of legal awareness, settlers who face various economic and social pressures are more difficult to discipline.
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INTRODUCTION

Data from the United Nations shows that the percentage of the world’s population living in cities continue to increase year after year.1 Even in 2050, urban residents are estimated to reach 70% of the entire human population.2 Worse, around 80% of the city’s population lives in informal and illegal settlements.3 It is not uncommon for settlers to occupy state lands. This causes various social inequalities and health and environmental damage. The continued increase in urban occupation seriously
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2 Mehdi Bokaie and others, ‘Assessment of Urban Heat Island Based on the Relationship between Land Surface Temperature and Land Use/ Land Cover in Tehran’, Sustainable Cities and Society, 23 (2016), 94–104 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scs.2016.03.009
threatens ecological resources and can limit urban facilities. Similarly, illegal settlers have limitations in accessing their rights as citizens. On the other hand, the state’s obligation to guarantee the fundamental rights of its citizens, such as the right to earn a living and a place to live, extends beyond the issue of adequate housing. To fulfill these rights, the state implements development initiatives to achieve equilibrium and prosperity. Development must refer to the need for land for residence and increasing population growth. The issue of land availability—residence and land rights—needs to be regulated fairly.

Population density is becoming increasingly high, in line with the demand for housing. The imbalance between the need for housing and available land is increasing, so the availability of housing is no longer accessible. Finally, illegal or informal settlements emerged and mushroomed. More than that, the increase in population quantity impacts the need to provide residential infrastructure and facilities. The scarcity of land in the city exacerbates the state of illegal settlements, as the city’s capacity to provide affordable and livable housing infrastructure and facilities fails to match the level of housing demands. As a result, a residential area receives a load that exceeds its environment’s carrying capacity and tends to become a slum. Another problem that often occurs due to the imbalance between population and available land is the emergence of illegal settlements, where many people build buildings on the land they do not have rights to. Not only that, but the prices of land and decent houses are also rising, and they are not even proportionate to people’s purchasing power. New urban residents’ arrival exacerbates high dissatisfaction with the demand for land, infrastructure, and housing among low- and middle-income groups.

Illegal settlements are residential areas in urban areas that are inhabited by economically disadvantaged people. These communities usually do not have access to their private land, so they build buildings on empty land and claim private ownership. Illegal settlements develop on illegal land or do not receive permission to build buildings on the land from the right owner. This status becomes illegal, so infrastructure and services are usually inadequate. In general, illegal settlements are also classified as slums because people who build buildings on illegal land indeed ignore various aspects of development. In other words, infrastructure, facilities, and resources are minimal and inadequate to support their daily activities. Therefore, equitable development requires comprehensive and efficient handling efforts, particularly for those who continue to live on land they do not own and are not
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suitable for. The high demand for residential housing causes individuals or legal entities to shift land solely to fulfill personal interests, harming many parties. Land use must be regulated according to the circumstances and nature of the rights to provide benefits to the landowner, community, and state. However, in certain circumstances, this does not mean that public interests will overwhelm private interests. The government also pays attention to personal interests, where public and individual interests must be balanced. This must also be the case with informal or illegal settlements on state-owned land. The state must fulfill its obligation to provide housing for the community. Still, it cannot simply justify using state-owned land for the personal interests of informal settlers. If public facilities are to be constructed on the land, this informal settlement could potentially violate the community's rights.

Large cities in Australia are experiencing an increase in the quantity of development, causing urbanization to continue; they even experienced a housing affordability crisis. Australia is trying to overcome the problem of illegal settlements. Australia introduced the Australia for Affordable Housing (AAH) policy. This program must be able to influence market prices for more affordable housing so that people living in illegal settlements can live in decent homes. In contrast to Singapore, a city-state, it does not have to work with a tight public budget like most other countries. In comparison to other Asian cities, Singapore does not have villages, so there are no migrants from rural areas who are constantly coming to the town, which affects the urban housing supply. Singapore also cannot be said to have successfully delivered the public housing policies established by the state in the 1960s and early 1970s. Singapore used to be one of the countries with the world's worst illegal settlement areas. In this case, Singapore made significant changes by issuing a Housing Development Board (HDB) policy, eliminating illicit settlements in Singapore. Property ownership mainly consists of freehold, leasehold, and land in perpetuity. However, this does not mean that illegal settlements do not exist in Singapore today.

The government's attention to land is one sector significant for the sustainability of life because settlements have a strategic function: to increase cultural development and improve future generations of society. Research by Retno Susanti et al. (2016) states that building density must be controlled to achieve sustainable development. Urban development must shift from physical, economic, and social aspects to an environmental and sustainable agenda. Therefore, the development of settlements on land whose ownership status is clear and feasible can improve the standard of living and welfare of the surrounding community and accommodate the community's economic activities while still paying attention to regional conditions, potential, and problems to realize sustainable development. Efforts related to handling illegal settlements must continue and be carried out immediately by the Government so that
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land use rights can be maximized for the public interest. It is not uncommon to provide outreach and verbal warnings to the community. However, these efforts are considered less effective because it is proven that many illegal settlements are still growing. This is because there is no follow-up from the Government, so the people who have occupied the land for a long time feel that their existence is recognized.

Still, law enforcement in cases of illegal settlements must also be carried out in line with various policy solutions to facilitate adequate housing, which are sometimes unregulated. Regulation and enforcement of rules that do not work will make it difficult to control illegal settlements and will impact the level of prosperity and health of a city. In previous research conducted by Jiren Zhu et al., the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic showed the critical role of social distancing and hygiene practices in reducing virus transmission, thus showing the high risk of infection in urban informal housing. In Singapore, the number of migrant workers living in dormitories who are infected is three hundred times greater than the number of local urban residents who are infected. This research demonstrates the importance of planning interventions for living conditions in informal housing and emphasizes the need for active government reform of building regulations and healthcare systems to improve health. Disadvantaged groups and create a more inclusive and healthy city for the community. Therefore, policies and law enforcement in informal housing must be relevant to existing settlement needs.

Legal violations can occur when implementing laws or policies, so law enforcement needs to be implemented as part of state jurisdiction. The concept of norm enforcement in Administrative Law is called "Eenzijdige Handhaving Rech door Overheid," namely the authority of state administration to straighten out violations of state administrative law norms to end these violations by taking concrete action. Enforcement of state administrative legal norms is the realization of legal order in the context of protecting public interests. Then came the use of administrative sanctions, which is the application of government authority. The types of sanctions in state administrative law include: Governmental Coercion (bestuursdwang), Withdrawal of favorable decisions (permits, payments, subsidies), Administrative fines, and Forced money (dwangsom). Research conducted by Adam Moore (2022), for example, shows that the enforcement of the Colombian National Police Code includes a series of repressive measures such as demolitions and fines to prevent development carried out in violation of local urban planning norms and regulations.

In legal system theory, most minor law enforcement cases in illegal settlements depend on three parameters, viz. legal substance, legal structure, and culture. In substance, this study provides evidence of how housing arrangements in Singapore and Australia respond to illegal settlement. In terms of structure, the study looks at the institutions that work for enforcement. Each country's history is closely linked to its legal culture. In Singapore, illegal settlements violate the provisions of the Land Acquisition Act of 1966 and the Land Acquisition Act of 1967. Meanwhile, in Australia,

they can violate the provisions of the Australian property codes (in each state or territory of Australia). This is the basis for the fact that residential construction is not by environmental development permits because the land they occupy is state land - government uses rights, where buildings cannot be built without permission from the rightful person so that they can be subject to administrative sanctions.

The law of efficiency is the allocation of responsibilities between people involved in interacting activities in such a way as to maximize joint value or some amount for the same thing, minimizing the costs of joint activities.\textsuperscript{14} In this case, the government should manage its assets, as improper asset management can lead to financial losses for the regional government. It can be seen that buildings are not only built on land but also bought and sold so that the government, as the right owner, experiences economic losses. In addition, the government encounters difficulties in effectively utilizing these assets. The existence of illegal settlements also causes the emergence of slum areas, damage to city parks, reduced absorption functions, urban spatial planning that is not by its designation and use, poor environmental sanitation, disruption of land use functions, and the emergence of conflicts and land disputes, resulting in social insecurity. Informal or illegal settlers are commonly found in cities in developing countries, but that does not mean they are not in developed countries. Therefore, existing rules and policies must be relevant to society's rapid development. Moreover, law enforcement needs to be balanced. This paper aims to gather evidence of administrative law enforcement in existing illegal settlements in Singapore and Australia and other policies that have successfully reduced illegal settlements on use-right land.

**METHOD**

This article uses normative legal research to compare housing policy problems in two countries, namely Singapore and Australia. This study is descriptive, using a case approach in each country as well as a conceptual approach. The concepts of administrative law enforcement and protection of citizens' fundamental rights are used as the basis for analysis. Additionally, this article focuses on policy analysis rather than a legal study. HDB and AAH policies were the main focus of the first discussion. Subsequently, this article addresses the problem of regulating the handling of illegal settlements with law enforcement. The article also uses legal system theory to scrutinize each country’s substance, structure, and legal culture, seeking evidence of current legal enforcement measures against illegal settlements. Primary data and secondary data are the types of data used. Techniques for collecting legal materials through library studies of documents, archives, books, and proven scientific research results.

\textsuperscript{15}


RESULT AND DISCUSSION

**Accelerating Urban Space Growth to Cope Illegal Settlement with HDB Housing Program in Singapore**

Historically, Singapore was a former British colony. Starting in the 1920s, the British colonial government attempted to address a severe housing shortage by providing affordable public housing developed by the Singapore Improvement Trust. However, this project was impractical because it could only build 23,000 units in 32 years. The housing shortage is at crisis levels as it was exacerbated by wartime destruction at the end of World War II. The situation was exacerbated by the influx of people fleeing to Singapore due to attacks by communist guerrillas during the Malayan Emergency of 1948 – 1960 and the British response, which included the forced relocation of half a million people, mainly ethnic Chinese, from rural areas of the Malay Peninsula. Singapore has a high population density due to its limited territory, making it difficult for lower-class people to find a decent place.

Before becoming a developed country, Singapore had a high level of illegal settlements. In the 1960s, when Singapore had just become independent, its population was 1.89 million, around 1.3 million of whom were poor and lived in slum areas, including on riverbanks or anywhere that could be used to build settlements. Loh Kah Seng’s research stated that in post-war Singapore, many low-income Chinese residents moved to informal settlements that were increasingly expanding on the city’s outskirts. These informal settlements gave rise to a semi-autonomous way of life, characterized by large numbers of unemployed and coexistence with wild pigs and fowl. Villages that were unhealthy, crowded, and dangerous. Based on the history of Singapore, which was a former colony, it was closely linked to territorial ownership interests. Land is a valuable asset for society, especially in urban communities, which are increasingly dense and lack land to build buildings. Culturally, Singaporean society before independence also experienced terrible times in terms of housing. They are even said to live in a semi-autonomous way. Such a culture may still be carried over. Therefore, several illegal or informal settlements have still been found. Without permission, settlers live in inadequate housing on the city’s outskirts of Singapore.

Talking about the legal substance, after Singapore gained independence in 1965, the government was increasingly pressured to take a stance regarding land ownership in Singapore because they needed land for development projects. Singapore regulates the rights of its citizens through The Constitution of the Republic of Singapore, which governs rights such as the right to life, the right to receive legal aid, the right to freedom from slavery and forced labor, the right to equal and equal protection, and the same treatment. In the eyes of the law, the right to freedom of religion, the right to receive a reasonable and adequate education, the right to citizenship, the right to commonwealth citizenship, the right to participate in government, special rights for Malaysians, etc. Article 13, paragraph (2) of the Singapore Constitution provides the right to free movement and residence.

Apart from the constitution, Singapore has laws that play an important role in housing and land policy resolutions. The government also paid much attention to amendments to the state's laws regarding land acquisition in the early 1960s. The Land Acquisition Act of 1966 was an important step in Singapore's housing policy and economic development, with a major redistributive effect. In the Land Acquisition Law, which was passed in 1966, there are provisions where the state is given broad powers to acquire land, namely: 1) for any public purpose; 2) by any person, company, or legal entity, for any work or business that, according to the Minister, is in the public interest or public use or for the public interest; or 3) for residential, commercial, or industrial purposes. This law allows the government to purchase land at affordable prices for the creation of housing projects. Initially, the housing was only for rent, but then its designation was changed to national priority housing. This aims to help national stability.\(^\text{18}\)

In 1967, the Land Acquisition Law came into effect. The regulation allows the government to carry out mandatory land acquisitions for public development reasons. This regulation also governs the compensation given to landowners whose land was taken over. The compensation was based on the value of the land before development, so the government was able to acquire land quickly, resulting in a total land area of 177 km\(^2\), about a third of Singapore's total land area in 1984. In 1985, the government had the most significant land holdings in Singapore, at 76.2%.\(^\text{19}\)

Singapore has the precise substance of protecting people's fundamental rights.\(^\text{20}\) To support various government programs to provide decent and affordable housing, several regulations are used as references for settlement regulation in Singapore, including the Housing Property Law; the Residential Property Law provides a balance between ensuring that the limited supply of residential property in Singapore remains the right of primarily Singapore citizens while allowing selected foreigners who have demonstrated social commitment and made significant economic contributions to Singapore also to own their own landed homes.

Foreigners who wish to purchase residential property must apply to the Land Transaction Approval Unit of the Singapore Land Authority (SLA). The Land Acquisition Law is the primary law that allows the mandatory acquisition of private land for public purposes, such as the development of transportation infrastructure and public housing. The Land Ownership (Strata) Act enables en bloc sales, or collective sales, of private strata developments, thereby facilitating redevelopment and bolstering urban renewal. In addition, SLA provides land administration services, for which the integrity of the land allocation and administration process is critical to meeting ever-changing socio-economic needs. Land rights have social and economic significance because they are the basis for many financial and business activities. The constitution guarantees adequate housing. The constitution also regulates land policies.
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to address all development needs in a less significant country than other Asian nations. In addition, the HDB seriously implements housing policies, yielding substantial results.

Despite this, Singapore continues to struggle with social problems in the form of poverty, and the lack of adequate housing for its people and citizens is still common. A 1966 HDB report estimated that 300,000 people lived in squatter settlements and 250,000 people lived in slum shophouses in the Central Region. Therefore, the government dramatically emphasizes controlling slums and illegal settlements on state lands. From a structural perspective, HDB is crucial in addressing illegal settlements by providing decent housing. HDB improves the quality of life of people with low incomes by increasing access to housing, including the creation of home ownership and ownership in the community. HDB is a state institution under the auspices of the Singapore Ministry of National Development, which was in charge of housing in Singapore in the 1960s and had a resolution program so that people had the right to adequate housing, building lots of flats to meet housing needs. Land acquisition for public development allowed the state to relocate its residents to public housing built on top of urban villages. Furthermore, it is stated that there was a transformation from squatters to very modernist citizens. This is because state regulations determine housing regulations.

The HDB's main priority is building as much housing as possible because it estimates that an average of 14,000 housing units are needed annually. The program's primary focus was initially on low-income family rentals. However, the government introduced the Home Ownership Scheme in 1966 to help people buy flats (apartments) with a 99-year lease term. In its high commitment to helping low-income families, Singapore also provides a home ownership policy with a home ownership scheme and an innovative self-supporting mortgage financial system taken from Singapore's Central Provident Fund (CPF) borrowers. Through this program, Singapore is described as a good example of a developmentalist approach to social welfare that successfully aligns economic and social goals. In 1968, a further incentive was added by allowing people to use their savings from the CPF for a down payment. These efforts were unsuccessful in drawing settlers out of their informal settlements. Settlors are permitted to use as down payment and mortgage payments for HDB flats or apartments.

Before the creation of HDB, housing in Singapore was mainly in dense but low-rise city centers and nearby squatter settlements. The remaining land is primarily rural, with Malay and Chinese villages. Due to limited land and overcrowded urban centers,
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the HDB turned to the construction of tall buildings and high density, and this development was gradually distributed across the island by creating a series of new satellite towns (or “estates”) connected by transit systems fast. HDB is a pretty successful policy in dealing with illegal settlements in Singapore. The initial steps of the HDB program were the steps taken by the Singapore government to relocate its residents from slum settlements, vacate slum land, dismantle the buildings, and then change the function of the abandoned land into business centers, city parks, tourist attractions, and infrastructure. Road. In 2000, HDB, in providing a comprehensive housing environment for all deprived people, started the construction of more than 850,000 residential units, commercial premises, industrial premises, schools and community facilities, parks, and markets.26

To achieve this goal, the Singaporean government transformed a 500 km² island into a city park, constructing representative apartments or flats equipped with educational and health facilities, adhering to the principle that every family should have access to a clean and hygienic living space. The primary substance of this development is to combine the program for providing flats with public transportation, employment opportunities, educational facilities, health, and other basic needs, such as sufficient food. The land used for slum settlements is also provided to build various infrastructure and facilities, including infrastructure, city parks, and so on, to be converted into a world-class business center, economy, and tourist attraction.27

The presence of HDB is said to have succeeded in eliminating slum settlements and relocating their residents to small, clean, modern apartment blocks. HDB has played a role in helping keep Singapore housing prices and costs much more reasonable compared to housing prices in China's main cities, Hong Kong and Tokyo. HDB is even the backbone of accelerating urban space development. HDB-provided housing accounted for 80% of all residential units in 2016. According to the 2018 HDB Annual Report, 81% of Singaporeans live in HDB-provided public housing.28 Vertical public housing development is combined with integrated planning of public facilities and utilities, road design, and public facilities such as schools, parks, and markets, implemented with strict standards and ratios. Singapore has become a destination and base for multinational companies. Singapore even provides massive subsidies for three essential services, namely housing, education, and health services, to make them affordable. Still, implementing housing programs in Singapore is not always pragmatically successful. In addition to the resources and supporting framework, this process requires continuous review and learning. Housing policies implemented without other social and economic policies have devastated several cities.

In the end, various laws related to land in Singapore have provided policies that support people's rights to obtain adequate housing. The government also considers the need for land to build public infrastructure. Going more profound than just creating an HDB program, Singapore's housing policy for squatters and low-income

28 Zhang, Zhang, and Zheng.
families is carried out using comprehensive public housing sector development as a means; Singapore has differentiated those who need a place to live, helping people experiencing poverty while filtering out those who can afford to buy private housing with prices that are generally several times higher. Interventions like this have maintained the housing sector’s function, which has been realized in housing improvements that many parties internationally recognize. However, some literature stated that Singapore's challenges in providing affordable housing are context-specific. It should be understood that not everyone in Singapore can access land ownership, especially foreigners. Development in Singapore may not yet show how the urban poor can be helped by providing housing. The government's commitment to assisting low-income households and the extent to which housing needs for people experiencing poverty can influence policy decisions will ultimately depend on the political environment in which those decisions are taken. Government intervention can greatly motivate, enable, and constrain housing-related action.

Eliminating housing problems and urban poverty requires a significant paradigm shift in thinking and acting toward poor communities. Cities and communities must see it as an asset, not a problem. Like the rest of society, they should be able to choose according to their needs. Through continuous learning and policy refinement, Singapore is gradually developing and building institutional capacity and a housing system that ensures program implementation. Institutions do not have to be the same. Singapore’s housing development system, which has a single competent authority responsible for housing provision, may not be a model for all countries. Still, its pragmatic management principles are practical (such as inclusive housing and expanding homeownership opportunities for low-income families, targeted assistance for low-income renters, low household rates, and ongoing review of housing access) apply in most contexts.

Government, Private Institutions, and Community Collaboration for Addressing Illegal Settlement in Australia

In substance, Australia has signed the Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations, where the first point is "No Poverty" or "no poverty. More normatively, the Australian constitution states the rights of the people regarding the rights of Australian residents in Article 117, Rights of Residents in States, which reads: "A subject of the Queen, resident in any State, shall not be subject in any other State to any disability or discrimination which would not be equally applicable to him if he were a subject of the Queen resident in such another State." That is to say, every subject of a resident of the Queen, residing in any State, shall not be subject to any disability or discrimination in any other state which would not equally apply to him if he were a subject of the Queen in that other state. Yet, according to the International Monetary Fund 2019, Australia is ranked fourth out of 2d developed

countries globally, with an ongoing gap between rich and poor.\textsuperscript{31} This high level of poverty affects all factors in the lives of Australians, including the lack of adequate housing for lower-class people in Australia. The causes of poverty in Australia include: new initial social benefits payments for unemployed people are made constantly; rising housing costs; homeownership rates fall, and home rental prices rise.

Australia is experiencing a housing affordability crisis due to rising housing costs in Australia's major cities. This is a consequence of the financialization of housing and the implementation of neoliberal policies.\textsuperscript{32} Financialization is the increasing dominance of financial actors, markets, practices, measurements, and narratives at various scales, resulting in the structural transformation of economies, companies (including financial institutions), states, and households.\textsuperscript{33,34} ACOS has developed a series of policy reform proposals to address poverty and inequality in Australia in the following areas: quality community services; action on climate change and affordable clean energy; economics and taxes; income and employment support; quality health services for all who need them; housing and homelessness. The Australian Council of Social Service (ACOS) revealed that Australians are trapped in poverty due to lower social benefits, lack of work, and high housing costs.

In Australia, there is the ACOS institution, which, in this case, collaborates with the University of New South Wales to overcome the problem of poverty in Australia. This program uses two international poverty lines to measure poverty in Australia. The majority of calculations use "post housing costs." This is because housing is the most enormous fixed cost for most households. ACOS and UNSW found that there were 3.24 million people (13.6\%) living below the poverty line, amounting to 50\% of the median income, including 774,000 children (17.7\%) and 424,800 young people (13.9\%) \%. This poverty line works out to $457 or Rp in dollar figures. Four million seven hundred seventy thousand thirty-two per week for one adult living alone, or $960 or Rp. 10,025,226 per week for a couple with two children. It was also found that the majority (56\%) of people below the poverty line rent a house to live in, while only 17\% of people in poverty are homeowners who do not have a Home Ownership Credit. De facto, the main factor determining seniors' poverty status is their housing status; 41\% of renters aged 65 and over are in poverty, compared to only 10\% of all people aged 65 and over.\textsuperscript{35}

As in many other countries, the shortage of affordable housing in Australia is one of the government's most pressing policy challenges. The increasing population growth in Australia has led to a moratorium on the construction of public housing for

\textsuperscript{31} Peter Saunders, Yuvisthi Naidoo, and Melissa Wong, ‘Are Recent Trends in Poverty and Deprivation in Australia Consistent with Trickle-down Effects?’, \textit{The Economic and Labour Relations Review}, 33.3 (2022), 566–85 \url{https://doi.org/10.1177/1035304622112715}

\textsuperscript{32} Kathleen Flanagan and others, ‘A Conceptual Analysis of Social Housing as Infrastructure’, \textit{AHURI Final Report}, 309, 2019 \url{https://doi.org/10.18408/ahuri-4114101}


\textsuperscript{34} Keith Jacobs, \textit{Neoliberal Housing Policy} (New York, NY: Routledge, 2019). \url{https://doi.org/10.4324/9780429425523}

20 years; the gross deficit in the provision of social housing reached 140,000 residences in 2016. Australian citizens do not have constitutional protection regarding fundamental matters and social problems such as poverty and meeting the need for adequate housing.\textsuperscript{36} Even though there are no constitutional regulations and protections for the right to adequate housing, the Australian government is paying attention to this social problem. ACOS's research shows the role played by public policy, especially social security and taxation, but also housing and employment policy, among other areas, in determining levels of poverty and inequality in Australia.\textsuperscript{37} Regarding structural matters, the Australian government has implemented the right to a decent home by creating several programs such as AAH. The program has been established with a coalition of more than 60 national housing, welfare, and community sector organizations emphasizing the issue of housing affordability. AAH advises all levels of government to make the necessary changes to ensure affordable housing is available for all Australians. As a result, governments at all levels influence the housing market through tax incentives, first-time homeowner grants, affordable housing programs, planning controls, and rental supports.

There is also Community Housing, a type of Social Housing (along with Public Housing and Affordable Housing). Community Housing is long-term rental accommodation provided by non-profit community organizations. Community Housing receives government assistance through grants, loans, housing, or current operational funding—community Housing offers long-term rental housing for low to moderate-income people with housing needs. Community Housing tenants have appeal rights just like Public Housing tenants. When a Community Housing tenant is affected by a decision made by a Community Housing organization, they can appeal to that organization. If eligible, some Community Housing organizations require renters to pay an amount equal to 100% of their Commonwealth Rent Assistance entitlement. Some Community Housing organizations also offer multiple group options, where tenants get a private bedroom with other facilities (such as bathrooms, kitchens, and laundry) that can be shared. Some Community Housing organizations also offer Affordable Housing where rent is 74.9% cheaper than market rent.

Another benefit of Community Housing is the provision of various housing options that reflect the needs and preferences of different residents. Community Housing providers also provide personal services that assist residents with issues related to each resident's tenancy. Most Community Housing tenants pay rents similar to public housing tenants (25% of household income) or market rent for specific properties, which is lower. Currently, five community housing organizations provide long-term housing reports to the Australian Capital Territory government, namely: 1) Argyle Community Housing, 2) Environmental Community Housing Organization, 3) Havelock Housing Association, 3) Salvos Housing, and 4) Tamil Senior Citizens Association. Australian citizens can also register for both Housing (Community Housing and Public Housing), with citizens registered for both on the Social Housing


Register managed by Housing Australian Capital Territory. Once registered, residents are entered into the Social Housing Register and allocated assisted housing based on need and suitability for available properties.\textsuperscript{38}

Not only is AAH provided by the government and various types of Community Housing, in research by Hal Pawson et al. (2018), it is stated that to support existing programs, the government should also make policies expecting the existence of an affordable non-government housing industry, most of which configured on a non-profit community housing provider. However, for some government actors, the sector’s developing status and, therefore, 'limited capacity' is seen as a significant limitation on the extent to which the industry can be delegated responsibility for reducing national housing pressures. It is hoped that private programs will fill the void in the role of the government and its existing institutions.\textsuperscript{39}

In reality, Australia did not fully implement the housing policy Singapore claimed was successful. The opportunity to own a decent home in Australia remains difficult to fulfill. In their research, Alan Morris et al. (2019) stated that neoliberal housing policies and the financialization of housing in Australia have resulted in a housing affordability crisis. Historically, Australian housing policy has given local governments only a limited role. Almost all respondents from Sydney and Melbourne city councils understand that there is a housing affordability crisis in their local government areas. The housing crisis in Australia’s largest cities necessitates a greater role for local government, a substantial increase in social and affordable housing construction, and canceling policies that encourage residential property speculation. In the last 60 years, Australia has become a country characterized by good-quality housing with a public safety net for everyone. Unfortunately, Australia’s housing market is the most unaffordable in the world.\textsuperscript{40} This has resulted in an increase in homelessness, housing insecurity, reduced outright ownership and a lack of supply of new housing.\textsuperscript{41} Through mechanisms such as dividing houses and apartments into several smaller rentals or creating additional residences in backyards or garages, landlords ignore built environment and housing laws, including environmental planning regulations, building regulations, and rental laws. Often, these practices go unnoticed because concealment is a common characteristic of informal housing, making proactive enforcement of building controls or rental regulations difficult.\textsuperscript{42} In turn, its unauthorized and hidden nature adds to the methodological challenges in documenting the scale and spread of informal housing.\textsuperscript{43}

\textsuperscript{40} Morris and others.
\textsuperscript{41} Alan Morris, \textit{Australian Dream} (CSIRO Publishing, 2016) https://doi.org/10.1071/9781486301461
These serious regulatory failures reflect the lack of a broader framework for enforcing standards in Australia's private rental sector.\textsuperscript{44} Residential rental (lease) agreements require landlords to provide habitable accommodation that meets health and safety standards. However, the absence of a regulator aimed specifically at the private rental sector means that individual tenants must enforce these requirements.\textsuperscript{45} Limited, adequate housing, which leads to informal or illegal housing, ultimately has complex effects. It is no longer just a matter of health and the living environment; it enters the realm of law regarding land rights. Therefore, research by Nicole Gurran et al. (2020) states the need for strategies to respond to informality, which tends to lead to formalization in the settlement of decent housing. Pressure needs to be put on the government over state efforts to formalize informal settlements. Because without formal and legal processes, residents in informal settlements do not have basic protection.\textsuperscript{46} Apart from that, community culture contributes to policy enforcement, and the state institutional structure used to run the program is less effective, even though it involves the housing community and the private sector. The community's culture of looking for loopholes is one factor in the success of handling illegal settlements amid economic pressure in urban areas.

\textit{Administrative Law Enforcement for Governing Illegal Settlements}

To survive, the choice of illegal development and migration to urban or suburban areas is difficult to avoid, thus leading to what is generally known as urban informality. UN-Habitat describes it as a residential area with one or more of the following characteristics:\textsuperscript{47} 1) Insecurity of tenure about land use and residential structures. The occupants are settlers who live in warehouses or informal buildings rented or owned; 2) lack basic facilities, services, and city infrastructure; and 3) non-compliance with regulations and city planning building standards and are often located in geographically dangerous areas. This criterion covers the living environment, including the social, economic, and physical conditions of individuals or the whole population in a particular geographic area.\textsuperscript{48} Housing policies that do not help people continue to worsen their basic rights. Humid heat stress is a threat underestimated by those living in informal urban settlements without effective adaptation strategies. Expanded climate monitoring is critical to accurately assess exposure to this vulnerable demographic and inform much-needed societal adaptation.\textsuperscript{49} For example, in Nairobi's slums, there is strong evidence of a direct link
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between the human environment and health.\textsuperscript{50} In addition, according to Soyinka and Siu (2018), informal housing residents suffer significantly from social exclusion from urban benefits such as public housing schemes and social welfare systems, which prevents them from achieving health insurance.\textsuperscript{51} Therefore, in addition to the policies various countries have pursued to provide affordable housing, it is also necessary to enforce squatter settlement.

A lack of knowledge in government administration makes handling illegal settlements challenging. This can create opportunities for corruption in land transactions where rights are not respected. Inappropriate regulations also exacerbate the increase in the number of slum areas.\textsuperscript{52} P. Nicolai clarified that government organs can carry out administrative law enforcement in two ways: through supervision, where they can enforce compliance with written laws and oversee decisions that impose obligations on individuals, and through administrative sanctions. First, supervision is carried out by officials with the authority to grant permits. Supervision is a preventive measure to ensure compliance. Second, government organs implement administrative sanctions through legal sanctions, which officials can impose without resorting to a court process for violations of administrative law provisions. Sanctions are a repressive measure to force compliance. Applying these sanctions is at the core of administrative law enforcement and is considered very important in preventing illegal acts. Of course, these kinds of settlements do not have building permits, and some even occupy land without rights to unlawful settlements.

Administrative sanctions, such as warnings or verbal warnings, are the lightest forms of administrative law enforcement. This sanction is usually an initial stage before moving on to the next level or stage of administrative sanctions because administrative sanctions can be applied in stages. Legal certainty is necessary for this written warning or warning, ensuring that the recipient understands the exact actions required and the potential consequences of non-compliance. Furthermore, sanctions are in the form of government coercive action (bestuurdwang), which is a concrete action by state administration officials to end a situation prohibited by statutory provisions or to do something someone should abandon because it is contrary to statutory regulations.\textsuperscript{53} There are also physical violations of government coercive action, such as orders to stop construction work, sealing actions, or demolition of buildings without permission or with permission. Forced demolition often occurs in squatter settlement cases, typically commencing with a verbal or written warning.

An administrative fine is another type of administrative sanction. Tax law frequently contains administrative fines. The imposition of these sanctions almost
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resembles the imposition of criminal sanctions, and there must be a firm legal basis in statutory regulations. The government imposes administrative sanctions, known as forced money (*dwangsom*). Forced monetary sanctions are also an alternative or replacement for government coercive measures (*bestuurdwang*). If the government finds it practically difficult to implement its coercive measures (*bestuurdwang*) or deems them too severe, it will impose forced money. Forced money as a punishment or fine in the amount based on the terms of the agreement, which must be paid for non-fulfillment, incomplete implementation, or not within the specified time. In current developments, there is a tendency in a limited number of cases with various considerations from state administration officials to end in imposing administrative fines. In the case of illegal settlements, law enforcement in various countries varies. However, this is generally done by giving warnings and forcing demolition to happen. For example, in cases of illegal rental properties in Australia, officers issue orders for the premises to cease unauthorized use, along with financial sanctions. Tenants living in such dwellings will be provided information on accessing alternative accommodation unless the premises are unsafe. Tenants will often be given time to move out. Ideally, the process to achieve retrospective remediation and occupancy approval would be initiated by the property owner. However, it is typically challenging to retrofit existing structures to meet habitable standards. Ironically, it is true that many tenants living in unauthorized and substandard housing do so through formal residential leases.

Elsewhere in Hong Kong, law enforcement is carried out with policies that result in forced evictions and their consequences. While the Squatter Control and Permitting Division of the Hong Kong Housing Department is responsible for evicting squatters and controlling illegal areas that are permitted to remain temporarily, officials must respond to the conflicts and challenges of their twin, partly contradictory mandates. The law enforcement process that dominates the eviction of groups occupying urban space illegally involves at least political, bureaucratic, and judicial factors. The political mode emphasizes confrontation mediated through power and the ability to build coalitions of support. Squatters can maintain control over space or even gain legal ownership through their capacity to cause problems or usefulness to particular political groups. Meanwhile, bureaucratic factors emphasize forming bodies to manage and control, although politics in the previous sense also continues to operate. Bureaucratic agencies may tolerate illegal occupation or provide compensation or resettlement when evicting residents. However, this is still an ex-gratia concession, not a right. The result is that few issues surrounding illegal settlements in Hong Kong involve courts or lawsuits, the main arenas of judicial modality.

Based on several kinds of literature, Singapore handles illegal settlements 'humanity' rather than imposing administrative sanctions. However, in some cases, apparatus repression is also used to discipline unlawful settlers—likewise, the

---
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imposition of administrative fines. Ideally, the government should enforce administrative law. Restrictions on development activities, temporary suspension or permanent suspension of development implementation, temporary control by the local government (seal), and orders to demolish house buildings. The presence of an ideal law aims to ensure that all communities living in illegal settlements are subject to the legal system. Of course, it must start with the community first so they can understand and be aware of the law, especially regarding illegal settlements. In Indonesia itself, many illegal settlements are found built on state-owned land. Apart from being dirty, the building stands on state land and does not have a permit. Controlling illegal settlements is carried out by giving warnings and followed by demolition to prevent the establishment of other illegal buildings that do not have permits. Regional governments handle problems like this. Unfortunately, each region has its policies, which are sometimes not in sync with central government regulations.

In terms of implementation, administrative sanctions are more effective than criminal sanctions because administrative sanctions can be carried out directly by administrative officials without waiting for a court decision first, as long as the specified requirements are not complied with or violated. Meanwhile, criminal sanctions must await a court decision with permanent legal force. The process of imposing criminal sanctions will take quite a long time. However, imposing sanctions, which tend to be repressive, is not practical in reducing illegal settlements. Settlers with low incomes will still be unable to afford the high prices of land and housing in urban areas. To overcome these challenges, a comprehensive sustainable development strategy is needed. An affordable housing policy will positively impact more than simply carrying out evictions or imposing administrative fines. Policies can consider several things, viz.: affordable and equitable housing development, vertical compact housing development, public housing development accompanied by intensive provision, reform of land ownership policies and land bureaucracy, Owned housing rental system government and private sector, re-governing and integrating illegal settlement regulations at the central and regional levels, participatory approach and providing education with community/community leaders for relocation to break the community culture which tends not to hesitate to occupy land without rights. Ultimately, policies that provide solutions 'where people will live' will work better than simply enforcing repressive administrative laws.

CONCLUSION

Urban populations are outpacing land and housing availability, leading to the persistence of illegal settlements, even in developed countries.Illegal settlers occupy state lands illegally, causing various issues of social inequality, health, environmental, and ecological damage, and limiting access to citizens' fundamental rights. Singapore has a massive housing policy through HDB, which has successfully dealt with illegal settlements in urban areas. This policy also takes into account the smaller territorial area of Singapore compared to other Asian countries, allowing the government to
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focus on sustainable and effective development. However, in the event of an illegal settlement, the government will enforce administrative law through warnings and even demolition. Despite collaboration between governments through AAH, the private sector, and housing communities, Australia’s housing policy, with land regulations in each state and territory, has not been entirely successful. It can be compared with Indonesia, where regional governments carry it out. Unfortunately, each region has its own policies, sometimes not in sync with central government regulations. In Australia, law enforcement takes the form of issuing orders to stop using unauthorized buildings and financial sanctions—affordable and fair housing policies. Administrative law enforcement, which is more effective in reducing illegal settlements than relying solely on enforcing administrative or criminal law alone, can accompany this. According to a culture of legal awareness, settlers who face various economic and social pressures are more difficult to discipline. The high prices of land and housing in urban areas remain unaffordable for settlers with low incomes. Therefore, the government must endeavor to adopt a community-participatory approach. Sustainable program implementation is also a factor that influences the success of housing policy.
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